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Computer Graphics is mainly based on the development of hardware devices, the
driving force is the application requirements in which there is an interaction with
each other.As the improvement of software, computer graphic drawing depends
on the development of graphic hardware. On the other hand, in recent
years,because of the increasing demand of 3D graphics applications for
navigation, mobile phones and other consumer electronics products, how to
design a low-cost 3D graphics acceletaion  hardware on embedded systems has
become an important project. The 3D graphic acceleration including geometry
graphic acceleration engine and rendering graphic acceleration engine.This text
mainly discusses the basic core algorithm of geometry graphics acceleration
engine such as transformationlighting and clip&culling.
First of all, it reviews the research background of 3D graphic accelerationthe
research significances applications and current research status of 3D graphic
acceleration, introduces the basic principles and algorithms of the core algorithms
in 3D graphic acceleration, elabourates the functions of the basic API, explains
the algorithms principles from mathematics.
Secondly it analyzes time complexity, space complexity and parallelism. By
consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm., the
bottleneck functions of affecting algorithm efficiency are figued out, and the idea
of using firehose parallel architecture .is also raised.
Finally, it explants the core algorithms to handel-c,constitutes the software and
hardware cooperating simulating environment,the environment is based on
Microsoft Visual studio and Celoxcia DK which validates the correctness of the
algorithms;Then it optimizes the design by adoptting the Handel-C optimizing
mechanism, there is a great elevation;At last it compiles the Handel-C using DK,













correctness of the simulate datas is verified.
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